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We present a model based on a U(1)T3R extension of the Standard Model. The model addresses the
mass hierarchy between the third generation and the first two generation fermions. U(1)T3R is spontaneously
broken at ∼ 1 − 10 GeV. The model contains a sub-GeV dark matter candidate and two sub-GeV light
scalar and vector mediators. The model explains the thermal dark matter abundance, measurements of the
muon g− 2 and RK(∗) anomalies. The model can be probed at the LHC, FASER, dark matter experiments
and various beam-dump based neutrino facilities, e.g., COHERENT, CCM, MicroBooNE, SBND, ICARUS,
DUNE etc.

I Introduction

The origins of dark matter [1], tiny neutrino masses [2, 3], electroweak symmetry breaking scales and various
anomalies, e.g., g−2 of the muon [4–31], RK(∗) [32–34], excess observed at MiniBooNE [35, 36] etc. are still not
known. The scale of new physics associated with the possible explanations for these puzzles are being searched
at various ongoing experiments. For example, LHC is searching for new physics at ∼TeV scale, various indirect
and direct detection experiments are searching for new physics scales from sub-GeV (or lower) to TeV and
various low energy neutrino experiments (beam-dump and reactor) experiments are probing scales even lower
than sub-GeV.

Since a wide range of new physics scales are being probed at various ongoing experiments, we propose a
model containing sub-GeV dark matter motivated by a solution for the Standard Model (SM) fermion mass
hierarchy problem. The model has light gauge and scalar particles associated with new gauge group U(1)T3R.
This model also involves TeV scale particle in order to provide an UV completion for the origin of fermion mass
and its hierarchies. The model has the potential to explain the MiniBooNE, g − 2, and RK(∗) anomalies as
well as to provide a the thermal dark matter candidate. The model can be probed at the direct and indirect
detection experiments. Innovative search techniques can make this model detectable at the LHC and at various
low energy experiments.

In many extensions of the SM, a new gauge group has been proposed which leads to interactions between
Standard Model particles and new sub-GeV particles. The introduction of new gauge interactions also require
that gauge and gravitational anomalies to be cancelled. There exists many well studied examples which include,
U(1)B−L, U(1)Li−Lj , a secluded U(1)X (under which all Standard Model particles are neutral) etc [37–41].
Recently we studied U(1)T3R [42–46], which contains one or more full generations of right-handed Standard
Model fermions which are charged (including right-handed neutrinos) under this new symmetry, with up- and
down-type fermions having opposite charge.

U(1)T3R was studied originally in the context of left-right models (for example, [47–49]). In this extension,
the Standard Model Higgs has U(1)T3R charge which connects the symmetry-breaking scale of U(1)T3R to the
electroweak-scale. Recent interests are focused on scenarios where the U(1)T3R is broken by a dark Higgs, which
provides a new independent scale decoupled from the EW-scale. Only the right-handed fermions are charged
under U(1)T3R and hence the fermion masses are also protected by this symmetry, and are thus proportional
to this new symmetry-breaking scale. In the recent works, a new symmetry-breaking scale V ∼ O(10) GeV
is considered where only the first- or second-generation fermions are charged under U(1)T3R [42]. In this
scenario, the Yukawa couplings of the low energy effective field theory (defined below the electroweak scale)
can be O(0.1 − 0.01) thus providing an explanation for the Standard Model fermion mass hierarchy problem.
Additionally, the mass scale of dark sector particles which are only charged under U(1)T3R is naturally set
by this new symmetry-breaking scale, while being singlets under Standard Model gauge groups. This scenario
motivates the appearance of new sub-GeV particles from the solution of the fermion mass hierarchy problem.

There are a few key theoretical features which are worth noting.
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II U(1)T3R MODEL

• U(1)T3R protects the masses of Standard Model fermions where the dark Higgs whose vev breaks U(1)T3R

must couple to Standard Model fermions, in addition to the dark gauge boson. This scenario thus contains
two types of light mediators which interact with the SM fermions, unlike most other examples of new gauge
groups investigated with sub-GeV mediator.

• Since the dark photon has chiral couplings to Standard Model fermions, the longitudinal polarization does
not decouple. Since this mode has its origin as a Goldstone boson, The couplings of the dark photon
arethus related to those of dark Higgs

• Since the SM fermions which couple to U(1)T3R have masses which are not much smaller than the
symmetry-breaking scale, the Yukawa couplings of the low-energy effective field theory are not very small.
Thus, the dark Higgs (and, necessarily, the dark photon) must have relatively large couplings to the
Standard Model particles.

The fact that these couplings are actually reasonably large creates a window of opportunity for various
experiments. Since, the U(1)T3R scenario necessarily contains two mediators, a scalar and a vector, the muon
magnetic moment gets opposite contributions since the dark photon has an axial coupling. Further, since the
coupling of the dark photon is tied to that of the dark scalar, one generally finds regions of parameter space in
which the scalar and vector contributions cancel giving rise to larger couplings compared to the single mediator
models. One interesting way to constrain this model is with displaced detectors which are nevertheless close
enough to interaction point that the dark mediators can reach the detector before decaying. The light scalar
mediator of the model also can be probed at the LHC utilizing heavy top partner which is present in the model
as a part of UV completion . The production of the light particle emerges from the decay of the heavier particle
which allows it to possess large transverse momentum.

The light mediators of this model also can be probed at various beam-dump based neutrino experiments,
COHERENT [50–59], CCM [60, 61], MicroBooNE [62–67], ICARUS [68], SBND [69, 70], DUNE [71–76] etc. In
these facilities, the quark couplings will allow the mediators to be produced from the charged and neutral pion
and kaon decays at the detector the mediators can be detected from the their visible, invisible decays products
and inverse -Primakoff type interactions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we describe the model details including mass
generations and interaction terms. In Sec. II.I, we discuss possible UV completion of the model. We discuss
constraints in Sec. III. The direct detection prospect is described in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we discuss how the
correct relic density can be obtained in this model. In Sec. VI, how the flavor physics anomalies related to
B-physics can be accommodated in this model. In Sec. VII, we discuss detection prospects of this model in
various upcoming/ongoing experiments. We conclude in Sec. VIII.

II U(1)T3R Model

The details of this scenario are explained in Refs. [42, 44], but we will briefly review the salient points. We extend
the gauge symmetry of SM by an extra abelian gauge group, U(1)T3R. This gauge group was first introduced in
the context of left-right symmetric model [47–49]. Here we utilize this to explore low energy physics. Therefore
the complete low energy gauge symmetry of our model is SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y×U(1)T3R

. The new gauge
group is not connected to the electric charge. Only the right handed SM fermions are charged under this new
gauge group including a new right handed neutrino. All other Sm fields have theier usual charges under SM
gauge groups. In addition to this, we introduce three more fields, one complex scalar singlet φ, and a left and
right-handed fermion pair ηL and ηR. They are only charged under U(1)T3R.

In order to ensure that all gauge and gravitational anomalies are cancelled, we will assume that one right-
handed up-type quark, down-type quark, charged lepton and neutrino are charged under U(1)T3R with Q = ±2,
and with up-type and down-type fermions having opposite sign. Note that, although these Standard Model
fermions constitute a full generation, they need not all be in the same generation. It is technically natural for the
charged lepton and either the up-type or down-type quark charged under U(1)T3R to be a mass eigenstate [77].
For simplicity, we will assume that all fermions charged under U(1)T3R are mass eigenstates. The detail charge
distribution is shown in Table. 1. We consider the case in which the Standard Model fermions which are charged
under U(1)T3R are u, d and µ. This case is interesting because it avoids tight constraints which arise from atomic
parity violation experiments [78] and cosmological observables [44] (if the dark photon couples to electrons) as
well as constraints on the anomalous kaon decay (if the dark photon couples to second-generation quarks).

U(1)T3R will be broken to a parity by the condensation of the complex scalar field φ with charge Qφ = 2.
We consider the case in which φ has a quartic potential which can be written as

Vφ = µ2
φφφ

∗ + λφ(φφ∗)2, (1)
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II U(1)T3R MODEL

Table 1: The charges of the fields under U(1)T3R. For the fermionic fields, we list the charges of the left-
handed component of the Weyl spinor.

field uR dR µR νR ηL ηR φ

qT3R -2 2 2 -2 1 -1 2

We may then express φ as φ = V + (1/
√

2)(φ′ + ıσ), where V is taken to be real. The real scalar fields φ′ and
σ are the dark Higgs and the Goldstone boson, respectively. we find V = (−µφ/2λφ)1/2, m2

φ′ = −µ2
φ = 2λφV

2.
Note that, all the SM fields and φ′ are even under the parity while only ηL,R are odd.

The low energy non-renormalizable interaction Lagrangian can be written as,

L = −λu
Λ
H̃φ∗Q̄LuR −

λd
Λ
HφQ̄LdR −

λν
Λ
H̃φ∗L̄LνR −

λµ
Λ
HφL̄LµR −mDη̄RηL

−1

2
λLφη̄

c
LηL −

1

2
λRφ

∗η̄cRηR +H.c., (2)

where QL and LL are the left-handed SM quark and lepton doublet, respectively; and H is the SM Higgs
doublet; and H̃=iτ2H

∗.
A dark matter candidate naturally arises in this scenario. Dirac fermion η which is charged only under

U(1)T3R with charge Qη = 1 has both Dirac and Majorana mass term. If the Dirac mass, mD is very small
compared to the Majorana mass, mM and we assume that λL = λR ≡ λM i.e. the Majorana masses for the
left-handed and the right-handed fields are equal, with mM = λLV = λRV = (λMV ), then we are left with two
dark sector Majorana fermion mass eigenstates η1,2, with mass ∝ V . The physical states can be expressed as,

η1 =
1√
2

(
ηL − ηcR
ηcL − ηR

)
, η2 =

1√
2

(
ηL + ηcR
ηcL + ηR

)
, (3)

The masses are m1 = mM − mD and m2 = mM + mD respectively and the mass splitting δ = 2mD is very
small. The small mD also makes sure that the couplings of φ′ to η1,2 are proportional to their mass m1,2.The
lightest is stable due to odd parity, and is a dark matter candidate.

We assume that U(1)T3R is broken well below the electroweak symmetry-breaking scale. In the low energy
effective field theory defined below electroweak symmetry breaking, the mass and Yukawa coupling of the
fermions charged under U(1)T3R arise from,

L = −muūLuR −mdd̄LdR −mνDν̄LνR −mµµ̄LµR

− mu

V
√

2
ūLuRφ

′ − md

V
√

2
d̄LdRφ

′ − mνD

V
√

2
ν̄LνRφ

′ − mµ

V
√

2
µ̄LµRφ

′

−1

2
m1η̄1η1 −

1

2
m2η̄2η2 −

1

2
√

2

m1

V
η̄1η1φ

′ − 1

2
√

2

m2

V
η̄2η2φ

′ +H.c., (4)

We thus see that if V is only slightly above the mass scale of the fermions, the Yukawa coupling λf need not
be unnaturally small.

The neutrinos also have both Dirac mass term, mνD , which is proportional to V , and Majorana mass term,
which is proportional to V 2/Λ, where Λ is some high-energy scale. We expect that the Majorana mass is less
than V . The diagonalization of the neutrino mass matrix thus gives two mass eigenstates, νA and νS . We
assume small mixing between the two states such that the active neutrino νA is mostly νL, with only a small
mixing of νR.

The gauge sector of the model can be studied by defining the covariant derivative,

DµI = ∂µI + i
g

2
τaWµa + ig′Y Bµ + i

gT3R

2
QT3R

A′µ. (5)

where g, g′ and gT3R are the coupling constants of the SU(2)L, U(1)Y and U(1)T3R groups respectively. Wµ,
Bµ and A′µ are the gauge bosons of the SU(2)L, U(1)Y and U(1)T3R gauge groups respectively. The term,

|Dµφ|2 gives the dark photon mass, m2
A′ = 2g2T3RV

2. The dark photon, A
′

interactions with the fermions and
dark Higgs are given by,

Lgauge =
mA′

4
√

2V
A′µ(η̄1γ

µη2 − η̄2γµη1) +
m2
A′

V
√

2
φ′A′µA

′µ +
m2
A′

4V 2
φ′φ′A′µA

′µ

− mA′

2
√

2V
jµA′A

′
µ. (6)

3



II U(1)T3R MODEL

The SM fermion current is defined as, jµA′ =
∑
f

QfT3R
f̄γµ

(
1+γ5

2

)
f . Also note that, the η fields have only off-

diagonal vector interaction with A′. In addition to these, the dark photon can couple to all the SM fermions
through kinetic mixing with a coupling εe, where ε is a kinetic mixing parameter. The kinetic mixing can arise
at one-loop level as shown in Fig. 1, where the right handed fermions charged under U(1)T3R run inside the
loop.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: The one loop diagrams that lead to the kinetic mixing.

As we have seen, we have a scenario in which we have two new mediators (along with a dark matter
candidate) whose masses are all . V . As a benchmark, we will take the symmetry-breaking scale V = 10 GeV.
In this case, the dark Higgs coupling to muons is ∼ mµ/V ∼ 10−2. We will then find that the most interesting
case is mA′,φ′ < 2mµ, as otherwise the mediators would decay promptly to muons, a scenario which is already
tightly constrained by data from B-factories.

The dark photon couples to the right handed SM fermions at tree level with a coupling strength of gT3R =
mA′/

√
2V . The dark photon also has vector couplings to the other SM fermions through kinetic mixing with

coupling strength εe, where ε = gT3R

√
αem/4π3. We assume ε as a free parameter in our study. We consider

mA′ ≤ 2mµ in order to avoid the bounds from BaBar [79, 80]. Therefore the possible final states of A′ decays
are η1,2η2,1,νν, and e+e−. Note that, only the last one is visible final state. There is no visible final state if
mA′ < 2me, as A′ → γγ is forbidden by the Landau-Yang theorem [81, 82]. In that scenario, either the η1η2
or νSνS will dominate the branching fraction, if allowed kinematically. If not, then the possible final states are
νSνA, νAνA but they are suppressed by the neutrino mixing angle.

The expression of the decay widths are

ΓA
′

η1η2 =
m3
A′

96πV 2

(
1−

4m2
η

m2
A′

)1/2(
1 +

2m2
η

m2
A′

)
,

ΓA
′

νSνS =
m3
A′

12πV 2

(
1−

4m2
νS

m2
A′

)3/2

,

ΓA
′

e+e− =
ε2αemmA′

3

(
1− 4m2

e

m2
A′

)1/2(
1 +

2m2
e

m2
A′

)
. (7)

The possible visible final states of φ
′

decay are µ+µ− and γγ, via one loop. And the possible invisible
final states are ηη, νν, A′A′. If the produced νS or A′ decay to SM particles, they can also produce visible
energy. If mφ′ > 2mA′ , then φ′ can decay promptly to A′. And if mφ′ > 2mπ, then hadronic final states are
possible at tree levels. But the branching fraction would be negligible compared to µ+µ−, since the coupling to

4



II.I A UV-completion II U(1)T3R MODEL

first-generation quarks is so small. The expressions for the decay widths are given by,

Γφ
′

A′A′ =
m3
φ′

128πV 2

(
1− 4m2

A′

m2
φ′

)1/2(
1 + 12

m4
A′

m4
φ′
− 4

m2
A′

m2
φ′

)
,

Γφ
′

µ+µ− =
m2
µmφ′

16πV 2

(
1−

4m2
µ

m2
φ′

)3/2

,

Γφ
′

ηiηi =
m2
ηimφ′

32πV 2

(
1−

4m2
ηi

m2
φ′

)3/2

,

Γφ
′

νSνA =
m2
νDmφ′

16πV 2

(
1−

m2
νS

m2
φ′

)2

,

Γφ
′

γγ =
α2
emm

4
µ

8π3mφ′V 2

[
1 +

(
1−

4m2
µ

m2
φ′

)(
sin−1

mφ′

2mµ

)2
]2
,

(8)

where we assume that mφ′ < 2mµ in order to calculate Γφ
′

γγ , otherwise, this decay would be negligible compared
to the µ+µ− channel. Note that, φ′ will always decay very promptly.

If the sterile neutrino mass, mνs > 2mµ, then it decays promptly via νS → µ+µ−νA at tree level. But if
mνs < 2mµ, then the following decay happens, νS → νAγγ. The rate is,

ΓνS ∝ α2
em

m7
νSm

2
νD

m4
φ′V

4
. (9)

The lifetime can be estimated as, τνS ∼ O(1013) sec for V = 10 GeV, mφ′ ∼ 100 MeV, mνS = 10 MeV,
mνD = 10−3 MeV. Therefore, for the laboratory based experiments, they can be treated as stable particles.
The decay νS → νAγ is also possible through a transition dipole at two-loop level but is highly suppressed.

The U(1)T3R has chiral couplings to the fermions. Due to this, the tree level production cross section of
the longitudinal mode of A′ can be enhanced. This makes U(1)T3R different compared to other well studied
U(1) gauge groups such as such as U(1)B−L, U(1)Li−Lj , U(1)X [37–41]. For U(1)T3R, we can get qualitatively
new constraints. The enhancement in the production cross section entirely comes from the axial part of the
chiral couplings. The pure vector part of the interactions vanishes identically for the longitudinal mode, using
Ward identity. Therefore the enhancement in the production cross section only works if the A′ is produced at
tree-level. If A′ is produced through kinetic mixing, then the contribution from longitudinal polarization will
again vanish identically due to the Ward Identity since this would be a pure vector interaction.

II.I A UV-completion

Although the fermions masses arise from a renormalizable operator in the effective field theory defined below the
EWSB scale, in the field theory defined above this scale this same term must arise from the non-renormalizable
operator 1/ΛfHφf̄PRf , where λf = 〈H〉/Λf . This operator can be arise from renormalizable operators in
a UV-completion utilizing the universal seesaw mechanism [83–90] if we add a new set of vector-like heavy
fermions Qf , which are neutral under U(1)T3R, and have the SM gauge charges of a right-handed fermion. We
summarize the particles along with their charges in Table. 2.

At high scale, the renormalizable Lagrangian of the UV complete model can be written as,

−LY = λLuq̄
′
Lχ
′
uRH̃ + λLdq̄

′
Lχ
′
dRH + λLν l̄

′
Lχ
′
νRH̃ + λLl l̄

′
Lχ
′
µRH + λRuχ̄

′
uLu

′
Rφ
∗ + λRdχ̄

′
dLd
′
Rφ

+λRν χ̄
′
νLν

′
Rφ
∗ + λRlχ̄

′
µLµ

′
Rφ+mχu χ̄

′
uLχuR +mχd χ̄

′
dLχdR +mχν χ̄

′
νLχνR +mχµ χ̄

′
µLχµR

+mDη̄RηL +
1

2
ληLη̄

c
LηLφ+

1

2
ληRη̄

c
RηRφ

∗ +H.c. , (10)

In the flavor basis, the fermionic mass matrix can be written as,

Mf =

(
0

λLfv√
2

λRfV mχ′f

)
. (11)

This can be diagonalized using seesaw mechanism leading to two mass eigenstates. The lightest of them is the
SM fermion with mass

mf =
λLfλRfvV√

2mχ′f

, (12)

5



II.II Distinction between U(1)T3R and U(1)B−L II U(1)T3R MODEL

Table 2: The charges of the fields under the gauge groups of the model are shown. For the fermionic fields,
we have shown the charges of the left-handed component of each Weyl spinor.

Particle SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × U(1)T3R

χuL (3, 1, 2/3, 0)
χdL (3, 1,−1/3, 0)
χµL (1, 1,−1, 0)
χνL (1, 1, 0, 0)
χcuR (3, 1,−2/3, 0)
χcdR (3, 1, 1/3, 0)
χcµR (1, 1, 1, 0)

χcνR (1, 1, 0, 0)
qL (3, 2, 1/6, 0)
ucR (3, 1,−2/3,−2)
dcR (3, 1, 1/3, 2)
lL (1, 2,−1/2, 0)
µcR (1, 1, 1, 2)
νcR (1, 1, 0,−2)
ηL (1, 1, 0, 1)
ηcR (1, 1, 0,−1)
H (1, 2, 1/2, 0)
φ (1, 1, 0, 2)

while the heavier one is the physical vector-like fermion with mass

mχf ' mχ′f
. (13)

They can be expressed in terms of the flavor eigenstates as,(
fL,R
χfL,R

)
=

(
cos θfL,R sin θfL,R
− sin θfL,R cos θfL,R

)(
f ′L,R
χf ′L,R

)
, (14)

where θfL,R are the mixing angles.
We may then write

L = −m̃χf χ̄fχf − λLfH(∗)χ̄fRfL − λRfφ(∗)χ̄fLfR + h. c., (15)

where fR is a right-handed fermion charged under U(1)T3R, and fL is the corresponding SU(2)L doublet
containing the left-handed fermion. Note that, for λLf,Rf ∼ O(1), we would need m̃χµ ∼ O(10 TeV), which is
beyond the range of the LHC, but potentially within reach of the next generation of energy-frontier colliders.

II.II Distinction between U(1)T3R and U(1)B−L

It is sometimes thought that the U(1)T3R scenario is a subspecies of U(1)B−L, because one can express the
hypercharge of SM fermions as Y = QT3R + (1/2)QB−L, for an appropriate normalization of the SM fermion
U(1)T3R charges. In this case, gauging U(1)Y and U(1)B−L is equivalent to gauging U(1)T3R.

But more generally, one can express the hypercharge as Y = QT3R + (1/2)QB−L + QG, where QG is the
charge under gauge group U(1)G, under which SM fermions are neutral (QG = 0). But although SM fermions
are uncharged under U(1)G, the charge of the SM Higgs is an open question. Since the Standard Model Higgs
doublet has hypercharge Y = 1/2, but is neutral under U(1)B−L, it must be charged under U(1)T3R and/or
U(1)G. In the original U(1)T3R scenario, the SM Higgs was taken to be charged under U(1)T3R, but a singlet
under U(1)G. In this case, U(1)G decouples from the SM at tree-level, and this scenario indeed is related to the
gauging of U(1)B−L, along with (potentially) a secluded U(1). But in this case, condensation of the SM Higgs
breaks both U(1)Y and U(1)T3R, and one cannot decouple the two symmetry-breaking scales.

In the more recently studied version of this scenario, the SM Higgs is neutral under U(1)T3R. Thus, if
one wishes to connect hypercharge to U(1)B−L and U(1)T3R, one must couple the SM Higgs to U(1)G. The
symmetry-breaking scale of U(1)T3R is now decoupled from the electroweak symmetry-breaking scale, and is
controlled by the dark Higgs, which is charged under U(1)T3R and U(1)G, but is a singlet under hypercharge.
Note that it is not necessary for there to exist an additional gauge group U(1)G, but that if one is not present,
then one cannot express hypercharge in terms of U(1)B−L and U(1)T3R, given the charges of the SM Higgs and
dark Higgs.

6



III CONSTRAINTS ON THE PARAMTER SPACE

Thus, the distinction between the most recent incarnations of U(1)T3R and previous scenarios (including
U(1)B−L) lies in the decoupling of the U(1)T3R and electroweak symmetry-breaking scales, and resulting intro-
duction of a new scalar mediator.

III Constraints on the paramter space

There is a large literature discussing laboratory, astrophysical, and cosmological constraints on models with
a light dark photon or dark Higgs (for example, see [77, 91]). But if the new gauge group is U(1)T3R, then
there are some qualitatively different constraints [44]. We discuss various constraints that are applicable for the
scenario.

Cϕ'

CA'

0 2 4 6 8 10
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

r

C

Figure 2: Plot from Ref. [45]: variation of Cφ′ and CA′ as functions of rφ′ and rA′ , respectively.

• Cosmological and Astrophysical Observables: Because the dark photon couples to right-handed SM fermions,
the longitudinal polarization does not decouple from tree-level processes. This yields an enhanced cross
section for any process in which a hard dark photon is produced from a tree-level process. As an example,
we can consider the scenario where the muon is the only charged lepton coupling to the dark photon. This
scenario is typically subject to much weaker constraints. But it has been shown that, if the Universe reheats
to a sufficiently high temperature (& 0.1 GeV), the coupling of the dark photon to right-handed muons
would lead to enhanced production of the dark photon in the early Universe;constraints on ∆Neff thus
rule out such scenarios for mA′ . 1 MeV for arbitrarily small coupling unless the symmetry-breaking scale
is > O(106) GeV [44]. Recent astrophysical constraints on ALPs coupling to muons in supernovae [92, 93]
can easily be repurposed as constraints on the longitudinal polarization of the dark photon (equivalently,
the Goldstone mode), and these constraints are comparable. This constraints together place tight bounds
on scenarios with mA′ . 1 MeV.

• Anomalous magnetic moment of muon: The correction to aµ ≡ (gµ − 2)/2 in this model is given by [45]

δaµ = (6.98× 10−7)

(
V

10 GeV

)−2
(Cφ′ − CA′) , (16)

where

Cφ′ =

∫ 1

0

dx
(1− x)2(1 + x)

(1− x)2 + xr2φ′
,

CA′ =

∫ 1

0

dx
x(1− x)(2− x)r2A′ + x3

x2 + (1− x)r2A′
, (17)

7
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are the contributions from one-loop diagrams with the φ′ and A′ in the loop, respectively, and rφ′ ≡
mφ′/mµ, rA′ ≡ mA′/mµ. Note that the contributions of φ′ and A′ are necessarily of opposite sign,
because the A′ has both vector and axial couplings to the muon. The variation of Cφ′ ,A′ versus r is shown
in Fig. 2.
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Figure 3: Plot from Ref. [45] of the region in the (mA′ ,mφ′)-plane which is consistent with current mea-
surements of gµ−2 (blue), along with current exclusion bounds (grey) from U70/NuCal [91, 94, 95], E137 [96–
98], Orsay [91, 95], and Babar [79, 80, 91], and the future sensitivity of FASER [99–103] (red transparent),
FASER 2/SHiP [104, 105] (blue transparent) and SeaQuest [106, 107] (green transparent). gT3R is shown on
the top axis.

Interestingly, the contribution of the A′ diagram to δaµ is nearly universal, with CA′ confined to lie between
1/2 and 2/3. In particular, even at small coupling (mA′/V � 1), although the transverse polarizations
decouple, the contribution of the longitudinal mode remains unsuppressed; it becomes essentially the
Goldstone mode, as expected from the Goldstone Equivalence theorem. Moreover, if mφ′ . mµ, then
Cφ′ is also an O(1) number. This also is a result of the Goldstone Equivalence theorem. CA′ varies only
slightly, but for small mA′ , CA′ receives contributions only from the Goldstone mode σ. Since the σ and
φ′ have the same coupling, CA′ and Cφ′ must be comparable in magnitude and opposite in sign. If they
cancel to within O(1%), then this model is consistent with measurements of gµ − 2. Interestingly, this
cancellation occurs in a region of parameter space which is not excluded by current experiments, but
which can be probed by experiments at the Forward Physics Facility (FPF) [108].

• Visible Decay: We will focus here on the case in which the mediators A′ and φ′ decay dominantly through
the visible channels A′ → e+e− (the γγ channel is forbidden by the Landau-Yang theorem) or φ′ → γγ.
The decay widths for these processes are

ΓA′→e+e− =
εαemmA′

3

(
1− 4m2

e

m2
A′

)−1/2(
1 +

2m2
e

m2
A′

)
,

Γφ′→γγ =
α2
emm

4
µ

4π3V 2mφ′

[
1 +

(
1−

4m2
µ

m2
φ′

)(
sin−1

mφ′

2mµ

)2
]2
, (18)

where ε parameterizes the kinetic mixing between U(1)T3R and U(1)em. In general, ε is a free parame-
ter.We will take ε = gT3R

√
αem/4π3, which is the magnitude of the contribution one would get from a

one-loop diagram involving a right-handed fermion.

Note that fixing mA′ , mφ′ and V is sufficient to specify the mediator couplings, production cross sections,
and decay rates. In Figure. 3, we plot bounds on this scenario in the (mA′ ,mφ′)-plane, setting V = 10 GeV
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Figure 4: Plot from Ref. [44] of the region in the (mA′ ,mφ′)-plane which is excluded by current laboratory
experiments, assuming that A′ and φ′ decay dominantly to invisible final states. Included are bounds from
COHERENT [55–59](light blue) and Crystal Barrels [109, 110] (light purple) experiments. gT3R is shown on
the top axis.

as a benchmark. We see that for mA′,φ′ > 2mµ, this scenario is tightly constrained by searches at
Babar [79, 80, 91] for prompt decays of the mediators to muons.

But we see that for mA′,φ′ < 2mµ, there is open parameter space. 1 This region of parameter space
lies above the “ceiling” of current displaced detector searches.The reason, essentially, is that the lifetime
of the mediators decreases with increasing mediator mass. Below the threshold for tree-level decay, the
lifetime of the mediators is long enough for them to escape near detectors, but still short enough that they
decay before reaching displaced detectors. This window remains open until the decay lengths become long
enough for the particles to reach existing displaced detectors, with leading current bounds being set by
U70/NuCal [91, 94, 95] (in the case of A′) and E137 [96–98] (in the case of φ′). Importantly, this open
window includes the region in which constraints on gµ − 2 are also satisfied.New instruments at FPF can
probe this open window.

We focus here on sensitivity to the dark photon.An estimated sensitivity of experiments at FPF to this
scenario can be extrapolated from a sensitivity to that of a secluded U(1) as described in Ref. [43], These
sensitivities are plotted in Figure. 3.

• Invisible Decay: If the mediators decay invisibly (either to neutrinos or dark matter), then there is a
complementary set of detection possibilities. If mA′ . 10 MeVthis scenario is constrained by measure-
ments of Neff at the time of recombination [44]. For mA′ & 10 MeV, this scenario can be ruled out
by measurements from COHERENT [50–54] (which can search for the scattering of long-lived particles
at a displaced detector) and Crystal Barrel [111, 112] (which searches for anomalous π0 decay). But for
mA′ ∼ 10 MeV, this scenario could explain an anomalous event rate seen at COHERENT [113]. In this
scenario, the COHERENT anomalous event rate arises from the decay of A′ into either dark matter or
right-handed neutrinos, with the invisible particles subsequently scattering at the COHERENT detector.

But upcoming experiments which search for new particles which decay invisibly (via missing energy
signatures) can probe all of the available parameter space for this scenario. In particular, the focus is on
experiments which create a muon beam, such as NA-64µ [114, 115] and LDMX-M3 [116, 117]. Because
the longitudinal polarization of the gauge boson necessarily has a large coupling to the muon, the A′ will

1There is also open parameter space when φ′ is heavy enough that production at B-factories is suppressed.
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IV DIRECT DETECTION

be produced copiously, and either of these experiments would be capable of excluding all of the available
parameter space, in the case of invisible decays. The corresponding bounds are shown in Fig. 4.

The summary of all the constraints are presented in Table. 5.

IV Direct detection

Direct detection experiments can play an especially interesting role in proving the presence the dark matter in
the universe. In the direct detection experiments, the dark matter is supposed to hit the target material and
generate recoil in the nucleus, which is detected as deposited energy. This idea does not work best for sub-
GeV dark matter as the traditional direct detection experiments lose sensitivity below a certain recoil energy.
Recently a plethora of ideas have been introduced to perform direct detection experiment for sub-GeV dark
matter. A few such experiments already give bounds on the dark matter-nucleon scattering cross section. We
summarize them here.

• XENON1T: If the slowly moving dark matter particles get boosted by the interactions with cosmic ray,
they can deposit enough recoil energy to be detected by the detector. Current data gives a bound
σSI ≤ O(10−29 − 10−30) cm2 or σSI ≥ O(10−28) cm2 [118, 119].

• CRESST-III: Can put bounds on dark matter-nucleon scattering cross section for dark matter mass as
low as 200 MeV. The cross section has to be less than σSI ∼ 10−35 cm2 [120].

• CDEX-1B: This experiment gives bounds for the mass range 50-180 MeV utilising the Migdal effect. The
cross section is required to be less than σSI ∼ 10−32 − 10−34 cm2 [121].

We find that the parameter space of our model satisfies all these bounds. The projection for the differential
event rates for future experiments with low thresholds are also very interesting. Due to the presence two new
light mediators, we have two distinct mode for generating spin-independent(SI) dark matter-nucleon scattering
process.

• Mediated by φ
′
: This process is elastic, SI and isospin-invariant. The dark matter-nucleon scattering cross

section at zero momentum trasnfer is given by,

σ
scalar(p,n)
SI =

µ2
ηNm

2
η

4πV 4m4
φ′
f2p,n (19)

where [122],

fp,n
mN

=
∑

q=u,d,s

f
(p,n)
Tq

fq
mq

+
2

27

1−
∑

q=u,d,s

f
(p,n)
Tq

 ∑
q=c,b,t

fq
mq

. (20)

The values of different quantities are: fu,d = mu,d, fs,c,b,t = 0; f
(p)
Tu

, f
(p)
Td

and f
(p)
Ts

are 0.019, 0.041 and

0.14, respectively [123]; and f
(n)
Tu

, f
(n)
Td

and f
(n)
Ts

are 0.023, 0.034 and 0.14, respectively [123]. The threshold
velocity as a function of the nuclear recoil can be written as,

vmin =

√
2mAER
2µηA

. (21)

• Mediated by A
′
: Since the dark photon couples to up-type and down-type fermions with opposite charge,

it leads to isospin-violating [124–126] spin-independent scattering. Moreover, since the dark matter can-
didate(s) are Majorana fermions, one necessarily has inelastic scattering. Indeed, scattering via a dark
photon is necessarily inelastic if the dark matter is charged only under spontaneously-broken continuous
symmetries; in that case, the dark matter is generically a real degree of freedom, which cannot couple
through a diagonal vector current. In this case, the dark matter-nucleon scattering cross section at zero
momentum transfer is given by,

σ
vector(p,n)
SI =

µ2
ηN

16πV 4
. (22)

The threshold velocity is given by,

vmin =
1√

2mAER

(
mAER
µηA

+ δ

)
, (23)

where we only keep terms linear in δ, considering small δ. In this limit we have, µηjN ' µηiN = µηN .
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Figure 5: Dark matter-nucleon scattering cross section is shown as a function of the dark matter masses.
We assume mφ′ = 200 MeV, δ = 0 and V = 10 GeV.

In Fig. 5, we show both σ
scalar(p,n)
SI and σ

vector(p,n)
SI . We have set mφ′ = 200 MeV and δ = 0. Note that

the expression of σ
vector(p,n)
SI does not have mA′ . They satisfy the before mentioned bounds. The dark matter-

nucleus scattering cross section will be suppressed by a factor of [1 + (2mAER)/m2
φ′,A′)]

−2. Furthermore, the

A′-mediated scattering is suppressed by an additional factor of [1− (2Z/A)]2. These factors will play important
roles when we evaluate the nuclear recoil spectrum. We show the recoil spectrum for elastic process in Fig. 6
and for inelastic process in Fig. 7 respectively. We have used Xenon (A =131 and Z = 54) as the traget material
and have expressed the differential event rate in “differential rate unit” (dru) which is one event per keV per
kg per day. Two interesting features of the recoil spectrum are, a) for the elastic case, the upper limit of recoil
increases with the dark matter mass and b) for the inelastic case, the recoil becomes smaller with larger values
of δ in order to satisfy the condition, vmin ≤ vesc.
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Figure 6: Recoil spectrum for elastic scattering off a Xenon nucleus for different dark matter masses. We
used, mφ′ = 200 MeV and V = 10 GeV. Note that, the upper limit of recoil energy increases with increasing
dark matter masses.

A variety of new techniques for probing low-mass dark matter are being studied, but few with the inelastico
isospin-violating scattering in mind. Since this is a generic phenomenon, it would be good to study these
prospects (for some recent work, see [127, 128]).

V Relic density

In this scenario, the correct thermal relic density of dark matter can be produced using the standard mechanism
of freeze-out. The produced dark matter particles (co-)annihilate to either SM particles or to other dark sector
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Figure 7: Recoil spectrum for inelastic scattering off a Xenon nucleus for different dark matter masses. We
used, mA′ = 55 MeV and V = 10 GeV. Note that with the increasing values of δ, the values of maximum
recoil energy decrease.

particles. Several other non-standard mechanisms such as dark matter production from the decay of a heavy
particle [129], freeze-in mechanism [130], modifications to the expansion rate in the early Universe [131] have
also been used to obtain relic density of sub-GeV dark matter. It worthwhile to determine if other mechanisms
can be found for generating the correct relic density, which can expand the viable parameter space. In our
analysis we have assumed that mη > 40 MeV to make sure that dark matter freezes out before BBN.

The most stringent constraints on sub-GeV dark matter annihilation cross section comes from Planck data [1],
which constrains the effect of energy injection at the time of the recombination on the CMB. The Plank bound
rules out the possibility of dark matter annihilating to SM particles through velocity independent s−wave
channel, as the required cross section is very large. The following scenarios are consistent with the bounds,
therefore they can be used to obtain the relic density,

• First scenario. If the dark matter annihilation cross-section is p-wave suppressed i.e. velocity dependent,
〈σv〉 ∝ v2, then it will be highly suppressed during the time of recombination as v is very small at that
time. Thus it can evade the Plank bounds.

• Second scenario. If two different species of dark matter co-annihilates at the time of freeze-out and the
heavier component decays away completely by the time of recombination, then the co-annihilation cross
section at the time of recombination will be negligible and satifies Plank bounds.

• Third scenario. If the final states produced in the dark matter annihilation processes are invisible then
there is no extra energy injection during the recombination.

Two different channel are possible in our model for obtaining the correct relic density using the two light
mediators.

• φ′-resonance: The dominant annihilation process can be the s-channel process mediated by the dark Higgs
φ
′
, which is p-wave suppressed, with possible final states as A′A′, ν̄ν, ¯̀̀ , ππ, γγ, where the φ′ is nearly on-

shell. Note that, the φ
′

couplings to the fermions are suppressed by the fermion masses and hence suppress
the cross section. Therefore the process has to be at φ

′
resonance in order to enhance the cross section.

The annihilation cross section can be written as,

σ(ηiηi → φ′ → X)vrel ∼
m2
i (E

2 −m2
i )

4V 2E2[(4E2 −m2
φ′)

2 + (mφ′Γφ′)2]
× (2mφ′Γφ′), (24)

where Γφ′ is the total decay width of φ′. The correct relic density can be obtained using the resonance
condition,

4E2 −m2
φ′
� Γ2

φ′
, (25)

and in that case we need
(4E2 −m2

φ′
)2/m4

φ′

Γφ′/mφ′
∼ 104. (26)
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VI FLAVOR ANOMALIES

• A′-mediated: Co-annihilation of two different dark matter species mediated by A
′

is another possibility
to generate the correct relic density in our model. The necessary conditions for this mechanism to work
are that the mass eigenstates η1 and η2 have comparable abyndance during freeze-out, δ/m ≤ O(0.1)
and that the lifetime of η2 is much greater than O(1) sec so that it decays away before recombination.
The possible final states of the co-annihilation process are νAνA and e+e−, both of which are suppressed
either by neutrino mixing angle or a kinetic mixing parameter. Note that the γγ final states is forbidden
by Landau-Yang theorem [82]. Therefore this mechanism does not play important role in our benchmark
scenarios.

In Table. 3, we show two different benchmark scenario of the model parameters that can generate correct
relic density of dark matter. Note that, both of them represent the φ

′
resonance process. The corresponding

dark matter-nucleon cross section is also mentioned to show that they satisfy the direct detection constraints
mentioned in Sec. IV.

Table 3: Two different benchmark scenarios have been considered and the corresponding values of the mass
parameters and the cross sections are shown.

mA′ (MeV) mφ′ (MeV) mη (MeV) mνs(MeV) mνD(MeV)
〈σv〉

(cm3/sec)
σscalarSI (pb) σvectorSI (pb)

150 80 40 10 10−3 3×10−26 0.58 1.17
180 76 38 10 10−3 3×10−26 0.58 1.06

VI Flavor Anomalies

In the flavor physics of B-meson there are various anomaly related to the observables coming from the process
b→ s`+`−. Two necessary conditions to address them are i) lepton flavor non-universality and ii) quark flavor
violation. Our model has both of these ingredients to tackle the flavor anomaly problems.

• the lepton flavor non-universality comes from the fact that the mediators A
′

and φ
′

only couples to µ at
tree level.

• flavor violating couplings in the quark sector comes from the UV-completion of the low energy model
described in Sec. II.I

In the following, we restrict our analysis only to clean observables such as [132] such as RK , RK∗ , and
Br(Bs → µ+µ−). The reason for such restriction is that these paramaters are devoid of hadronic uncertainties
while other observables depend heavily on the hadronic form factor. The standard definition of RK and RK∗

are,

RK ≡ Br(B → Kµ+µ−)

Br(B → Ke+e−)
, (27)

RK∗ ≡ Br(B → K∗µ+µ−)

Br(B → K∗e+e−)
. (28)

In SM, the lepton flavor couplings are universal and therefore the predictions for RK and RK∗ are close
to unity [133, 134]. But the experimental results always contradict this prediction [32–34, 135, 136]. The
analysis of RK shows a 3.1σ deviation from the SM prediction in the q2 bin of 1.1 to 6 GeV2 while for the
RK∗ the disagreement is at the 2.4σ and 2.5σ respectively for the q2 bin of (2mµ)2 to 1.1 GeV2 and 1.1 to
6 GeV2 respectively [32, 33]. The latest results come from the analysis of data from RUN-1 and RUN-2 of
the LHCb collaboration. In our analysis, we restrict ourselves to the central bin of RK∗ data analysis due
to the difficulty in explaining the data for both bin simultaneously using the effective operators. We consider
another clean vobservable, the branching fraction of b→ s`+`− decay process. This was also reported by LHCb
collaboration [137]. In the following we summarize the experimental results for all three observables.

RK = 0.846+0.042
−0.039(stat)

+0.013
−0.012(syst), (29)

RK∗ =

{
0.660+0.11

−0.07 ± 0.03 (2mµ)2 < q2 < 1.1 GeV2 ,

0.685+0.11
−0.07 ± 0.05 1.1 GeV2 < q2 < 6 GeV2 ,

(30)

Br(Bs → µ+µ−) = 3.09+0.46
−0.43(stat)

+0.15
−0.11(sysm)× 10−9. (31)
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VI.I Theoretical Calculations VI FLAVOR ANOMALIES

VI.I Theoretical Calculations

The low energy effective theory of our model has lepton flavor non-universality and the UV complete high
energy model generates flavor violating couplings in the quark sector. The Z and A′ couplings to fermions
in the flavor eigenstate basis are diagonal matrices which need not be proportional to the identity. But these
couplings can be non-diagonal in the physical basis. This can lead to vertices of the form b̄γµPL,Rs(Z,A

′)µ.
The term b̄γµPL,RsZµ gives a contribution to b→ s`+`− process. On the otherhand, b̄γµPL,RsA

′
µ contributes

to b→ sµ+µ− process. Due to gauge invariance, such flavor changing vertices are not allowed for photon.
Note, we have only considered a simple UV-completion in which we have added heavy fermions which couple

to the fermions charged under U(1)T3R. But more generally, one could add more heavy fermions which couple
to b and s in a similar manner, without generating anomalies. We consider an additional χ′a, neutral under

U(1)T3R, that mixes with b and s through λ′b,sHQ̄
b,s
L PRχ

′
a + m′b,sχ̄

′
aPRq

b,s
R + h.c. (assuming negligible mixing

with the first generation). The (χ′a)R has same Z coupling as (b, s)R, therefore the Z-coupling to these right-
handed quarks is the identity in every basis. But (χ′a)L has a Z coupling which differs from (b, s)L. This leads
to a vertex of the form b̄γµPLsZµ at tree-level. This is shown in Fig. 8a. Note that, a coupling of the form
b̄γµPLsA

′
µ is also induced at one-loop through Z − A′ kinetic mixing. But this term will be very small if we

consider small kinetic mixing.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: Feynman diagrams that contribute to the process b→ s`+`−.

We add another vector-like fermion, χ′′a. This is charged under U(1)T3R with charge QT3R = 2. The
SM charges of this particle is same as (b, s)R and hence it can mix with b, s. The mixing is given by this
term, λ′′b,sφχ̄

′′
aPRqb,s. We assume negligible mixing with d. The interaction term b̄γµPL,RsA

′
µ gets a tree-level

contribution since χ′′a is charged under U(1)T3R while b, s are not. This is shown in Fig. 8b. The coupling of (χ′′a)L
to Z is different than (b, s)L, therefore this term will give a tree-level contribution to the coupling b̄γµPLsZµ.
On the other hand, there is no similar contribution to b̄γµPRsZµ, since (b, s and χ′′a)R all have identical coupling
to the Z boson. Since χ′′a is charged under U(1)T3R, a vertex of the form λ′′b,sφ

′q̄L(s,b)qR(b,s) sin θ′(s,b)L is also
possible. Fig. 8c shows such possibilities.

The interactions that connect a (b, s) quark bilinear to a muon bilinear can be approximated with effective
operators as for these processes the energy transfer is much larger than the mediator masses. In our scenario
we get the following effective operators,

OZU =
e2

3m2
Z

tan2 θW (sin θsL sin θbL + sin θ′sL sin θ′bL)
(
b̄γµPLs

)
×
(
µ̄γµ

[
PR +

(
1− 1

2 sin2 θW

)
PL

]
µ

)(
b̄γ5s

)
(µ̄γ5µ) (32)

OA
′

NU =
1

Λ2
sin θ′s(L,R) sin θ′b(L,R)

(
mA′√

2V

)2 (
b̄γµPL,Rs

)
(µ̄γµPRµ)

+
1

Λ2
sin θ′s(R) sin θ′b(R)

(mµmb

2V 2

) (
b̄γ5s

)
(µ̄γ5µ)

− 1

Λ2
sin θ′s(L) sin θ′b(L)

(mµms

2V 2

) (
b̄γ5s

)
(µ̄γ5µ) (33)

Oφ
′

NU =
λ′′s
Λ2

sin θ′bL
mµ√
2V

(b̄PRs)(µ̄µ) +
λ′′b
Λ2

sin θ′sL
mµ√
2V

(b̄PLs)(µ̄µ). (34)

where the mixing angle θ(s,b)L describes the mixing between the left-handed (s, b) and χ′a; and θ′(s,b)(L,R) are

the left-/right-handed (s, b)− χ′′a mixing angles. Note that, we take Λ ∼ 2 GeV.
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We use the following basis to expand the above operators,

αemGF√
2π

VtbV
∗
ts

∑
i,`

Cbs``i Obs``i , (35)

where different operators are given by,

Obs``9 = (s̄γµPLb)(¯̀γµ`), O
′bs``
9 = (s̄γµPRb)(¯̀γµ`),

Obs``10 = (s̄γµPLb)(¯̀γµγ
5`), O

′bs``
10 = (s̄γµPRb)(¯̀γµγ

5`),

Obs``S = mb(s̄PRb)(¯̀̀ ), O
′bs``
S = mb(s̄PLb)(¯̀̀ ),

Obs``P = mb(s̄PRb)(¯̀γ5`), O
′bs``
P = mb(s̄PLb)(¯̀γ5`). (36)

Now we define, CUi = Cbseei and CNUi = Cbsµµi − CUi . Therefore the expansion of the operators give the
following coefficients,

∆CU9 = (−146)(sin θsL sin θbL + sin θ′sL sin θ′bL),

∆CU10 = (1.8× 103)(sin θsL sin θbL + sin θ′sL sin θ′bL),

∆CNU9 = ∆CNU10 = (1.9× 108) sin θ′sL sin θ′bL

(
mA′√

2V

)2

,

∆C
′NU
9 = ∆C

′NU
10 = (1.9× 108) sin θ′sR sin θ′bR

(
mA′√

2V

)2

,

∆CNUP = −∆C
′NU
P = −(2.0× 105 GeV−1)

(
V

10 GeV

)−2
× (sin θ′sR sin θ′bR − (ms/mb) sin θ′sL sin θ′bL) ,

∆CNUS = (2.7× 107 GeV−1)λ′′b sin θ′sL
mµ

mb

(
V

10 GeV

)−1
,

∆C
′NU
S = (2.7× 107 GeV−1)λ′′s sin θ′bL

mµ

mb

(
V

10 GeV

)−1
.

(37)

Note that, the universal lepton vector coupling is negligible as sin2 θW ∼ 0.23. The couplings and the mixing
angles are free parameter, they can be tuned independently to control the coefficients.

VI.II Numerical Calculations

In general, it is usually very hard to address the RK(∗) and Bs → µ+µ− simultaneously in a new physics
model with a vector mediator while satisfying all current experimental bounds. The data from neutrino trident
production at CCFR [91, 138] and Br(B → K∗νν) [139] tightly constraint the parameter space allowed by
beam dump/fixed target experiments. One advantage of our model is that the lack of the left handed neutrino
couplings, because of which these bounds are not be applicable to our model. But on the other hand the chiral

nature of the couplings give rise to another unavoidable constraint in our model, which is C
(′)NU
9 = C

(′)NU
10 .

Note that, the RK and RK∗ measurements prefers a negative Cbsµµ9 , or a positive Cbsµµ10 while the branching

fraction of Bs → µ+µ− favors a positive Cbsµµ10 , or a negative C ′bsµµ10 . Therefore an explanation of RK and

RK∗ with a positive Cbsµµ10 , which is favored by Bs → µ+µ−, implies a negative Cbsµµ9 . A negative Cbsµµ9 and a

positive Cbsµµ10 imply a negative non-universal part and a positive universal part which means a positive Cbsee10

will leave the RK and R∗K unexplained. Therefore this constraint makes it difficult to explain the RK and RK∗ ,
and Br(BS → µ+µ−) measurements simultaneously. But there are ways to overcome this difficulty. Specifically
we consider following two scenarios.

• Scenario 1: If we consider non-zero scalar and pseudoscalar couplings and use them to explain Br(BS →
µ+µ−). The RK(∗) can be explained by the other operators.

• Scenario 2: The other possibility is if we consider non-zero primed operators, which only contain the
non-universal part. In that case the contributions are generated from both left-handed and right-handed
quark couplings.
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VII DETECTION PREDICTION

To do the numerical analysis we choose four different benchmark scenarios incorporating the above ideas.
We calculate RK and RK∗ , and Br(BS → µ+µ−) for all of them using flavio [140]. We also calculate the SM

pull, defined as
√

∆χ2 for each of them, considering only the clean observables from LHCb data. The SM pull
helps us to understand how well those three measurements can be described and how significant the deviation
is from the SM. In the following we describe the benchmark scenarios,

• The first three benchmark points correspond to the Scenario 1, where we introduce the scalar and/or
pseudo-scalar operators. They were used to explain the Br(Bs → µ+µ−) while the others operators were
used to fit RK and RK∗ . In particular, we introduce only scalar operators for BMA, while BMB and
BMC have both scalar and pseudo-scalar operators. For BMA, RK and Bs → µ+µ− agree with the LHCb
results within 1σ, while agreement of RK∗ with the LHCb results is within 2σ with a SM pull of 4.4σ.
For BMB, all three observables agree with the LHCb measurements within 1σ, and the SM pull is 4.6σ.
For BMC, RK and Bs → µ+µ− agree within 1σ, while RK∗ is SM like with a SM pull of 3.8σ.

• For the fourth benchmark, BMD, which corresponds to Scenario 2, we introduce the primed operators
that include non-universal parts. The agreement of RK and Bs → µ+µ− with the LHCb results is 1σ,
and RK∗ agree with the LHCb results within 2σ with a SM pull of 4.2σ.

We summarize all the results in Table. 4 along with the values coming from experimental data and the SM
pull.

Table 4: Explanation of B-anomalies using 4-benchmark points The first five rows show the values of the
coefficients CU10, CNU9,10, |Cs − C ′s| (in units of GeV−1), |Cp − C ′p| (in units of GeV−1), and C

′NU
9,10 . Rows 6-8

present predictions for RK , RK∗ (in the q2 ∈ [1.1, 6] GeV2 bin), and Br(Bs → µ+µ−). Row 9 presents the SM
pull of each benchmark point.

BMA BMB BMC BMD
CU10 4.85 -5.86 2.7 -5.67
CNU9,10 -0.30 3.65 -0.8 4.55

|Cs − C ′s| GeV−1 0.033 0.024 0.011 -
|Cp − C ′p| GeV−1 - 0.030 0.043 -

C ′NU9,10 - - - -1.28

RK 0.82 0.87 0.86 0.87
R∗K [1.1, 6] 0.83 0.78 0.97 0.89

Br(Bs → µ+µ−) 3.36×10−9 3.05×10−9 2.67×10−9 3.34×10−9

SM pull 4.4σ 4.6σ 3.8σ 4.2σ

VII Detection Prediction

In this section we discuss various possible detection prediction of our model in the future/upcoming low energy
and high energy experiments.

VII.I Various low energy neutrino experiments and FASER detection possibilities.

The new scalar and gauge boson can be produced from charged pion 3-body decays, i.e., π → `ν`A
′(φ′). The

three-body decay mode is not helicity-suppressed, unlike the two-body decay mode, and hence can be large.
The couplings of A′ and φ must obey experimental constraints on various charged pion decays. Recently, the
three body decay of charged pion has been utilized to explain the MiniBooNE excess [141] which can potentially
be accommodated in this model. The A′ also can be produced from the neutral meson decays. The FPFs can
explore both the light scalar and the gauge boson of his model.

We have mostly focused on the case in which the mediators decay visibly. But FPF experiments an also
probe the scenario in which the mediators decay invisibly through A′ → η1η2, νRνR, φ′ → η1η1, νLνR. In
this case, the decay products may scatter against a distant target, producing events in FPF detectors such as
FASER-ν [142].

VII.II LHC detection

This scenario can be generalized to case in which U(1)T3R couples to top quarks. In that case, the LHC can
potentially discover new MeV-scale particles, such as φ′, in conjunction with the heavy QCD-coupled particles.
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VIII CONCLUSION
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Figure 9: A rough estimate of maximum d/ln(NA′) necessary for an experiment to be able to probe this
scenario for mA′ ∈ [110 MeV, 200 MeV], as a function of the maximum A′ energy produced by the experi-
ment [45]. d is the displacement of the detector from the beam dump, and NA′ is the number of A′ at energy
EA′ produced in a beam aimed at the detector. The maximum A′ energies of FASER, SHiP and SeaQuest
are also shown.

We developed a unique LHC search strategy for φ where it is produced in association with a TeV-scale top-
partner particle [46], denoted as T . The heavy top-partner particle is needed for UV completion as shown
in Eqn. 5 which can be produced at the LHC copiously via gluon interactions. φ will be produced from the
decay of T with substantial transverse momentum which causes the decay products of φ to be detected in the
central region of the detector which will be energetic enough to overcome the SM backgrounds. This new search
strategy will help LHC to utilized the reach of heavy top-partners to discover MeV-scale φ which are difficult to
probe otherwise using traditional search strategies. Fig. 10 shows the results of the expected signal significance
for different m(T ) and m(φ′) scenarios. For the 150 fb−1 scenario, it is feasible to exclude (at 95% confidence
level) m(T ) < 1.7 (1.1) TeV for m(φ′) = 100 (1) MeV.

VIII Conclusion

In conclusion, we have constructed a sub-GeV dark matter model which utilizes an anomaly free U(1)T3R

symmetry. The model is motivated to soften the hierarchy associated with the fermion masses from the first
two generations. The masses of these fermions are associated with the symmetry breaking scale of U(1)T3R

∼ 1 − 10 GeV which generates a sub-GeV scale for new vector and scalar mediators. The existence of two
mediators help us to satisfy the thermal relic abundance. The parameter space of this model has constraints
from various cosmological, astrophysics and low energy accelerator based constraints. In the allowed region of
the parameter space, the model can explain the observed anomaly of the g− 2 of muon. The UV completion of
the model allows it address the RK(∗) anomaly observed at the LHCb. The UV completion requires existence of
heavy fermions in the theory which can be produced at the LHC and light mediators emerging from the decays
of these heavy states can be also investigated at the LHC.

The light mediators of the models are connected to quarks which make the model visible at FASER and
various beam-dump based neutrino experiments since these light mediators can be produced at these facilties
from the neutral, charged mesons, bremsstrahlung and Drell-Yan process. The existence of focusing horn at
some of these facilities will help the production from the charged modes. The model also should be able to
address the MiniBooNE anomaly.
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(dashed lines). The dashed vertical yellow line indicates the lower limit on m(T ) found in [143], assuming
Br(T → tH) = 50%. [46]
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Table 5: A summary of the various experiments/probes considered here, their methods for producing and
detecting the mediating particles, and the resulting sensitivities.

Type of
experiments

Name of the
experiment

Production of A′/φ′ Final states Results

Electron
beam dump
experiments

E137, Orsay

A′ : electron
bremsstrahlung
through kinetic

mixing at one-loop,
φ′ : Primakoff
production at

one-loop.

Both A′, φ′ decay
predominantly
to visible SM
states e+e−.
φ′ decay is

rapid.

E137 rules out :
1 MeV ≤ mA′ ≤ 20 MeV,
1 MeV≤ mφ′ ≤ 65 MeV.

Orsay rules out :
1 MeV ≤ mA′ ≤ 40 MeV.

Proton
beam dump
experiments

U70/NuCal, FASER
SHiP, SeaQuest

(displaced detector)

p-bremsstrahlung
or meson decay

at tree level

A′ → e+e−

through kinetic
mixing.
φ′ → γγ

φ′ decays rapidly
hence cannot be probed.

U70/NuCal rules out :
1 MeV ≤ mA′ ≤ 93 MeV.

FASER can probe :
1 MeV ≤ mA′ ≤ 140 MeV.

FASER 2/SHiP can probe :
1 MeV ≤ mA′ ≤ 161 MeV.

SeaQuest can probe :
1 MeV ≤ mA′ ≤ 180 MeV.

e+e− collider
experiments

BaBar, Belle-II
e+e− → µ+µ− +A′/φ′,

e+e− → γA′
4µ final states,
γ + invisible

BaBar rules out for
(4µ final states) :

200 MeV ≤ mA′ ≤ 1.3 GeV,
290 MeV ≤ mφ′ ≤ 3 GeV.

Belle-II can probe
(γ + invisible): mA′ ≥ 30 MeV.

p̄p collider
experiments

Crystal Barrel
p̄p→ π0π0π0,
π0 → γA′

invisible states
The parameter

space is ruled out for:
55 MeV < mA′ < 120 MeV

Fifth force
searches

experiments

Precision tests
of gravitational
Casimir, and

van der Waals forces

Relevant for extremely
light A′/φ′. For mA′ → 0

limit, the Longitudinal
mode will contribute.

n/a
The parameter

space is ruled out for:
mA′/mφ′ ≤ 1 eV.

Astrophysical
probes

SN1987A,
Cooling of Sun

and globular clusters,
White dwarfs

γ + µ→ A′ + µ,
µ+ p→ µ+ p+A′,

µ+µ− → A′ at tree level,
e+e− → A′ through

kinetic mixing.

A′ → ηη, νsνs (if decays to
νν, e+e− then can not

escape),
φ′ → ηη, νν

SN1987A rules out :
mA′ ,mφ′ ≤ 200 MeV.

Stellar cooling rules out:
mA′ ,mφ′ ≤ 1 MeV.

WD constraint are negligible
if mη,mνs ≥ 0.1 MeV.

(All these astrophysical bounds can be
evaded using chameleon effect.)

Cosmological
probes

∆Neff value

µ+µ− → γA′,
production of

longitudinal mode get
enhanced due to

axial vector coupling.

invisible states

If the Universe reheat at
a temperature ≥ 100 MeV,

mA′ ,mφ′ ≤ 1 MeV is ruled out.
(Can be evaded if reheat occurs at

a lower temperature.)
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Type of
experiments

Name of the
experiment

Production of A′/φ′ Final states Results

Muon beam
experiments

NA64µ, LDMX-M3

(nearby detectors)
µ−bremsstrahlung

Can probe when
A′/φ′ has a

significant decay rate
to invisible states

such as νν, ηη

NA64µ, LDMX-M3 can probe
the entire parameter space

if mA′,φ′ > 2mη,νs with
Br(invisible)> 10−4,

even if A′/φ′ → µ+µ− is allowed
still Br(invisible)> 10−4

provided mη,νs > 1 MeV.

Neutrino
experiments

COHERENT, CCM
JSNS2

p/e- bremsstrahlung,
meson decay

A′ → νsνs/ηη,
νs/ηi +N → νs/ηj +N
generate nuclear recoil,
νs/ηi + e→ νs/ηj + e

generate electron recoil

Can be probed by looking at
nuclear/electron recoil.

mA′ ∼ 30 MeV can explain the
2.4-3σ excess found by COHERENT,

mA′ & 30 MeV is ruled out.

CCM and JSNS2 will improve
the sensitivity.
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